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Abstract : This article presents a technique of reducing the 

Total Annual Cost (TAC) in mass exchange network synthesis 

(MENS). The method can minimize the pollutants getting into 

the environment through selective transfer of such wastes from 

rich process stream to lean process stream. It also enables the 

product to be obtained in their pure form. The method was 

applied to two problems with the aim of reducing the total 

annual cost (TAC) of production. The results obtained in this 

study demonstrate that the approach adopted in this paper is 

capable of giving costs that are comparable with other 

techniques in literature. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Mass exchange unit is a system of that can selectively transfer 

certain species from a set of rich streams to a set of lean 

streams. The notion of mass exchange network was first 

introduced by [6]. They exploited the analogy between heat 

transfer and mass transfer and developed methods based on 

Pinch Technology for targeting the minimum cost of mass 

separating agents required. This is analogous to the minimum 

utility target in a heat exchanger network. They also showed 

how to design mass exchange networks to meet these targets 

exactly. However, until now, it was recommended to use the 

minimum number of units in an attempt to minimize the capital 

cost. However, this does not necessarily give a minimum cost. 

The absence of capital cost targets also meant that complete 

screening of design options could not be achieved by targeting 

alone [8]. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 Stated the task of MENS as follows: 

Given a number NR of rich streams and a number NS of 

MSAs (lean streams), it is desired to synthesize a cost-

effective network of mass exchangers that can preferentially 

transfer certain species from the rich streams to the MSAs. 

Given also are the flowrate of each rich stream, Gi, its supply 

(inlet) composition, y
s
i, and its target (outlet) composition, y

t
i, 

where i = 1, 2,..., NR. In addition, the supply and target 

compositions, x
s
j and x

t
j, are given for each MSA where j = 1, 

2, ... ,NS. The mass transfer equilibrium relations are also 

given for each MSA. The flowrate of each MSA is unknown 

and is to determined as part of the synthesis task. The 

candidate MSAs (lean streams) can be classified into NSP 

process MSAs and NSE external MSAs (where NSP+ NSE = 

NS). The process MSAs already exist on the plant site and can 

be used for a low cost (often virtually free). The flowrate of 

each process MSA, LJ, is bounded by its availability in the 

plant and may not exceed a value of L
C

J the other hand, the 

external MSAs can be purchased from the market and their 

flowrates are to be determined by economic considerations. 

The target composition of the transferred species in each MSA 

is determined by the specific circumstances of the application. 

The nature of such circumstances may be physical (e.g. 

maximum solubility), technical, (e.g., to avoid excessive 

corrosion, viscosity or fouling), environmental (e.g., to comply 

with environmental regulations), safety (e.g., to stay away from 

flammability limits) or economic (e.g., to optimise the cost of 

subsequent MSA regeneration) 

 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 
The methodolog adopted for the determination of minimum 

MSAs and cost is the use of comosition interval diagram of [6] 

and [7] where y is always the composition in the rich phase and 

x is always the composition of the lean stream. Also, G and L 

always refer to rich and lean stream flowrates. 

 
2.1 Minimum MSA Cost Targets 

The first task of targeting phase start by defining the 

quantitative relationships between the concentrations of all 

streams (process streams and MSAs). This tool established a 

one-to-one correspondence among the compositions of all 

streams for which mass transfer is thermodynamically feasible. 

By that way several composition scales (one for all the rich 

streams and one for each process MSA) are established and 

thermodynamic and other constraints are incorporate into the 

stream data [12]. If the relation between the process MSA 
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scales, , and the rich stream concentration scale, y is linear 

this can be expressed as : 

                    (1) 

In order to ensure feasible mass transfer throughout the 

networks (similar to  used in HENS) a minimum 

approach concentration (MAC) for mass transfer, , have to 

be defined. 

Or        (2) 

A more general form of the linear equilibrium expression given 

in Equation including the equilibrium constant bj: 

      (3) 

2.2 Targeting phase-Minimum Number of Mass-

Exchange Units 

Another useful target in MENs synthesis is the theoretical 

minimum number of mass exchange units. This is done by the 

use of Euler’s graph theory, which identifies the number of 

contaminant-rich process streams and MSAs [8]. For systems 

where the pinch divides the design in to two separate regions 

the minimum number of units is: 

 
                                (4) 

This target attempts to minimise indirectly the capital cost of 

the network, since the cost of each mass exchanger is usually a 

function of the unit size [8] 

 

3.0 The Composition Interval Diagram 

Concentrations are sorted in ascending order to form the 

composition interval boundaries  (where k = 1, 2, 3,.). Once 

the composition intervals have been defined, then the process 

follows: 

1. For a given concentration interval, k, the mass load of 

contaminant to be removed from each process stream i, within 

the interval,  is calculated from equation below:  

            (5) 

Where,  and are the upper and lower interval 

boundaries and is the capacity flowrate of process stream i. 

Then, the total mass load transferred, , in interval k, is 

calculated as the sum of mass loads for each rich process 

stream , in the interval, :  

           (6) 

2. The cumulative mass load at the end of each interval  

is calculated knowing that the intervals in ascending order   

(i.e., at concentration-interval boundary k+1), by summing the 

mass loads, , to the concentration-interval boundary k+1: 

           (7) 

3. For a system with  process streams, column 1 

contains the concentration interval boundaries, in ascending 

order or descending order; columns 2 ( ) represent each 

process streams in the system with respect to their target and 

supply concentrations (also in ascending order or descending 

order according to ); column  

contains the mass load of contaminant transferred within each 

interval; and column  contains the cumulative mass 

load of the system for process streams. 

4. The process-MSA data is generated in a similar 

manner. However, the mass load of contaminant transferred 

within each interval is calculated through equation below. 

  (8) 

Where *k+1 and *k are the concentration-interval boundaries 

of interval k on the concentration scale associated with process 

streams and is the capacity flowrate of the 
th

 process 

MSA. 

5. The cumulative mass load column for process MSAs 

is then calculated in the same way as the cumulative mass load 

column for rich process streams. 

To determine the minimum utility targets (external MSA duty) 

using the concept of the pinch once the composition interval 

diagram (CID) for a given system has been constructed [7]. 

Thus; 

1. Within each concentration interval, the difference 

between the available mass load from process streams and the 

capacity of the process MSAs is evaluated to get the net mass 

load of contaminant to be transferred as 

 

  (9) 

2. Cascade the net mass load to be removed starting with 

zero at the highest concentration-interval boundary (bottom). 

The most negative of the minimum value from the cascaded 

mass load column at the bottom concentration-interval 

boundary is placed in the final column of the CID. Again, the 

net mass load to be removed is cascaded starting with that 

value at the highest concentration-interval boundary (bottom 

right). Where zeros are found in this column, lies the pinch 

concentration. The minimum external MSA duty and the 

excess process-MSA capacity are found at the top and bottom 

of the last column, respectively. 

 

3. 3.1 EXCHANGER COSTING 

The TAC of a network mainly consists of its operating cost and 

capital cost. Given that the unit price of the lean stream j is 

known, , and assume the operating cost of a MEN mainly 

depends on the cost of MSAs used, then the operating cost can 

be formulated as follows: 

    (10) 

The capital cost another part of the TAC. For simplicity, it is 

assumed that the capital cost is a function of the mass 

exchangers which can be classified into two main categories: 
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stage-wise exchangers and continuous-contact exchangers 

[4].The most common types are plate and packed columns. For 

the plate columns, there capital costs are related to the number 

of plates and column size, which can be calculated by the 

Kremser equation as follows: 

  (11a) 

For . 

          (11b) 

For . 

Where ,  denote the inlet and outlet 

compositions of the corresponding component of the rich and 

lean streams passing through the mass exchanger. Then this 

type of capital cost can be expressed as follows; 

     (12) 

 

Where  is annual cost of each column plate and its value 

depends on the mass exchanger’s type and size.  

The capital cost of packed columns can be calculated by the 

packed height of the  rich stream and the  lean stream 

match, and it is calculated by equation 

  (13) 

 and characterized by 

  (14) 

(15) 

If  denotes the annual cost of the unit height, which is the 

function of the mass exchanger type, packed types, and size, 

then this type of capital cost can be calculated as follows: 

  (16) 

So the formulation of the whole mathematical model from the 

analysis above, a model is built up to solve the design 

problems, so as to obtain the optimal MEN. The model takes 

the TAC as the objective, which is expressed as follows: 

 (17a)   

                         (17b) 

 

4.0 CASE STUDIES AND DISCUSSION 

 

This problem is adapted from [2]. It involves the simultaneous 

removal of Hydrogen Sulphide from two gas streams; Sour 

coke oven gas (COG) (R1) and Tail gas (R2). Where two MSAs 

are available: Ammonia (S1), which is a process MSA and 

Methanol (S2), which is an external MSA. Stream data are 

given in the table below. 

 
 

The equilibrium solubility data for hydrogen sulphide in 

aqueous ammonia and methanol may be correlated by the 

following relations respectively:  

Aqueous ammonia   

Methanol     

Where j=1,2 corresponds to the aqueous ammonia and chilled 

methanol, respectively.  

Perforated plate columns are considered for both solvent and 

the annualized investment cost of such a column is considered 

to be $4552/yr (i.e cost per equilibrium stage per year) x Ns.  
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Case study 2: An oil recycling plant 

This problem is adapted from [7].In an oil recycling plant, two 

types of waste oil are handled: gas oil and lube oil. The two 

streams are first deashed and demetallized. Next, atmospheric 

distillation is used to obtain light gases, gas oil, and a heavy 

product. 

The heavy product is distilled under vacuum to yield lube oil. 

Both the gas oil and the lube oil should be further processed to 

attain desired properties. The gas oil is steam stripped to 

remove light and sulphur impurities, then hydrotreated. The 

lube oil is dewaxed/deasphalted using solvent extraction 

followed by steam stripping. 

 
 

The process has two main sources of waste water. These are 

the condensate streams from the steam strippers. The principal 

pollutant in both wastewater streams is phenol. Phenol is of 

concern primarily because of its toxicity, oxygen depletion, 

and turbidity. In addition, phenol can cause objectionable taste 

and odour in fish flesh and potable water 

 

 
 

Several techniques can be used to separate phenol. Solvent 

extraction using gas oil or lube oil (process MSAs: S1 and S2, 

respectively) is a potential option. Besides the purification of 

wastewater, the transfer of phenol to gas oil and lube oil is a 

useful process for the oils. Phenol tends to act as an oxidation 

inhibitor and serves to improve colour stability and reduce 
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sediment formation. The data for the waste streams and the 

process MSAs are given in Table. 

 

 
 

Three external technologies are also considered for the removal 

of phenol. These processes include adsorption using activated 

carbon, S3, ion exchange using a polymeric resin, S4, and 

stripping using air, S5. In this paper we will consider only a S3 

as an external MSA, which is available for purchase at an 

unlimited flow rate. 

Using the corresponding concentration scales, the equilibrium 

data for the transfer of phenol to the jth lean stream is given by  

 
Thermodynamic and other constraints are incorporated into the 

stream data by including a minimum approach concentration 

(MAC) for mass transfer, . In order for mass transfer to occur 

from a process stream, at concentration y, to MSA j, the 

concentration of the contaminant in the MSA, , must be  

below that defined in the equivalent rich stream concentration 

y that just allows mass transfer to a MSA at a concentration . 

A minimum allowable composition difference, 

 is taken . 

 

 

 
 

The number of stages is calculated using Kremser equation:  

 
For . 

 
For . 

The total number of stages  

 
The table below shows the comparison of this work with those 

that have solved the same problem previously. 

 

 
5.0  

5.1  

5.2  

5.3  

5.4  

5.5  

5.6  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The results demonstrate that it is a simplified and convenient 

way of optimization for the synthesis of MEN. Comparison of 

the results obtained in this paper with those of previous 

researchers shows that CID technique is also a practicable way 

of synthesizing cost effective MEN.  This is because the 

technique produces results that fall within the range of those of 

other researchers. 
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